Sports Medicine and Animal Rehabilitation

Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

Mobility issues are a well known problem in veterinary medicine. Detecting these problems, finding a proper solution for them and getting these animals back to work can be very challenging, especially in the world of canine and equine athletics.

The scope of this Special Issue is to publish advances in Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation research, both in the Small Animal, as in the Equine field. This includes novel techniques for lameness detection on the one hand and the results of specific rehabilitation schemes and techniques on the other.

Specific tests and therapies developed for professional sports often find their way to the general population as well, but this goes both ways! So if any of you feel that you have something to share that might revolutionize the diagnosis and/or treatment of mobility problems, this is the Special Issue to publish it in.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Animals is an online open access journal that was first published in 2011. Animals adheres to rigorous peer review and editorial processes and publishes only high quality manuscripts that address important issues in the many varied disciplines that involve animals, with a focus on animal welfare, animal ethics and animal science. Animals is covered in the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) in Web of Science and received the latest Impact Factor of 2.752. The journal ranks 14/142 (Q1) ‘Veterinary Sciences’ and 10/63 (Q1) in ‘Agriculture, Dairy & Animal Science’
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